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Definitions
•

•

•

What is energy governance?
– Policies, institutions, regulations, rules and incentives of markets and
networks – ie ‘the rules of the game’
Why is governance so important?
– Because it enables change, for example, by providing payment for new
services; by providing access to grids; it changes Codes and Licenses
as needed etc; but
• it can also undermine or channel change
• If it is inflexible, it can lag behind technological and economic
change and social preferences, slowing transformation and
potentially making it more costly
What is transformative governance? Is it a good thing? YES
– Leads to structural and dynamic change which simultaneously meets
energy system challenges but also captures new opportunities to better
meet policy goals

• NB – includes a lot of ‘accepted’ assumptions some may disagree
with ie need to reduce total energy use etc
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Today: Two issues addressed
• What characterises transformative governance
versus other innovative or progressive governance
• AND
• How transferable is transformative governance?
– Is the global energy system a ‘whole’ energy system –
can we expect changes in one country / region to
flow through to other countries / regions?
• Much brighter picture if this were to happen
• Huge variance in governance around the world

– Does it matter?
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CO2 remained flat for 2 years which is good,
now we have to increase the rate of reduction
(preliminary) https://www.iea.org/newsroomandevents/pressreleases/2016/march/decoupling-of-globalemissions-and-economic-growth-confirmed.html
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Current challenges to be met –
Opportunities of change to be captured
• To transfer from current energy
system to a decarbonised one
– Requires ‘new’ energy system

• Infrastructure has to be upgraded,
and paid for – currently via per unit
charge
• Need to keep prices as low as
possible for customers
• Have to keep up with
decentralisation, rapidly changing
technology costs, system
economics and operation enabled
by ICT, customer and civil society
preferences, varying incumbent v
new entrant wishes

• Ability to utilise
infrastructure assets more
fully; reduce total
infrastructure needs;
increase system efficiency
through coordination and
new ICT technologies; and
reduce costs
• Ability to meet customer
wishes and develop new
business models to do so
• New institutional ops to
keep prices as low as
possible for customers
• Ability to be more resilient
to change
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Significant energy system changes (and opportunities)
are already happening in some countries – derive from
a few transformative mechanisms

Minutes Lost Per Customer in Germany Relative to Renewables
GW Installed Capacity 2006-2014 Source: Mitchell 2016
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Minutes Lost Per Customer in Germany Relative to
Renewables GW Installed Capacity 2006-2014 Source: Mitchell 2016
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http://fs-unepcentre.org/sites/default/files/publications/globaltrendsinrenewableenergyinvestment2016lowre
s_0.pdf
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Its not only governance change we need,
but transformative governance change
• There has (arguably) been very few transformative
energy policies / governance since 1970’s:
– RE and CHP policies in Denmark in response to oil crises in
1970s
– PURPA Act in CA in 1970’s
– FITs in Germany in 1990/1
– NEM and / or DSR in some US States?
• Potential to be:
– Support for Interconnectors? Storage? ICT in energy?
– Switch to customer / demand focus?
– Move to performance based regulation?
– New CBA methods?
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Others ?
• Biofuels in Brazil?
• Current energy-independence movement in SE Australia?
– Result of inflexible regulatory lock-in

•
•
•
•
•

Calls for Democratisation of energy?
Life Cycle Assessments? CBA valuations (DK)
Recognition of importance of behaviour (DK)
Decoupling (CW)
RPS (CW)
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What characterises transformative
governance?
• Leads to a structural, dynamic change which better
meets policy goals
• The decision-makers understood the energy system
challenges they were dealing with at the time, then
– Dealt with the current challenges
– Enabled the means to capture the new opportunities
– Enabled more choice for customers (all types) / new
entrants , and thereby gave them more influence
– Kept up with technological and social change and
preferences

• Probably would not have been ‘economic’ under
traditional methods of analysis
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Governance in most countries is altering but
not necessarily transformative
• energy system challenges and
opportunities wont be solved
and captured with BAU
‘economic’ regulation; and
• transformative governance
needs to be put in place as part
of long-term, directed strategic
framework
• NB note difference of
requiring ‘designed’
governance and enabling
evolving services and
actors
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Going back to those challenges and
opportunities – what might transformative
governance mechanism be given the
context?
MEETING the CHALLENGES:
•

•
•
•

To transfer from current energy system to a
decarbonised one
– Requires ‘new’ energy system
Infrastructure has to be upgraded, and paid for
Need to keep prices as low as possible for
customers
Have to keep up with decentralisation, rapidly
changing technology costs, system economics
and operation enabled by ICT, customer
preferences, varying incumbent v new entrant
wishes

CAPTURING OPPORTUNITIES from
CHANGE
•
•
•

•
•
•

Ability to utilise infrastructure more fully
Ability to reduce total infrastructure
needs
Ability to increase system efficiency
(and reduce costs) through new ICT
technologies
Ability to meet customer wishes and
develop new business models to do so
New institutional means to keep prices
as low as possible for customers
To be more resilient to change and
keep up with technology and customer
preferences
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Would supporting storage be transformative?
http://fs-unep-centre.org/sites/default/files/publications/globaltrendsinrenewableenergyinvestment2016lowres_0.pdf
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Example: distribution service providers (market
facilitators at the distribution level)
System
Optimisation

Serving
Customers

Distribution
System
Integrator i.e. DSO

Distribution
Service Provider

Intelligent Grid
Operator

‘Beyond the
Meter’ Services

Traditional
Network Company

Information
Services

Energy Units

Energy Services

Source: Adapted from CSIRO and Energy Networks Association 2015, Electricity Network Transformation Roadmap: Interim Program Report

NY State as an Example of Transformative
Governance? Too early to say?
Traditional
Generator

ISO
Wholesale/Pool

TO

NY REV
Resources

TO

Distribution
Service Provider/
Local Markets

ISO /
Wholesale
Pool

Distribution

Customer

Customer
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What is a traditional network utility?
Distribution Network Operator
•
•
•

Supplying energy units to customers
Maintaining certain operational standards
Making a rate of return on capital assets, so incentive to add capital assets

Maintaining a safe
grid

Maximising asset
infrastructure

Rate of Return Regulation

Source: Adapted from CSIRO and Energy Networks Association 2015, Electricity Network Transformation Roadmap: Interim Program Report
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What is a Distribution Service Provider?
Distribution Service Provider
•
•
•
•

Integrating all types of DER via increased system and energy efficiency
Enabling customers to provide and be paid for services to D-grid
Facilitating services between 3rd party providers and customers
Reveal value

Maintaining
a safe &
resilient grid

Increasing
system
efficiency

Optimising
infrastructure

Support/
enable
public
policies

Enabling
highly
reliable &
resilient
energy
services

Bring
forward
costeffective
ways of
achieving
outcomes

Provide
transparent
data

Performance Based Regulation
Source: Adapted from CSIRO and Energy Networks Association 2015, Electricity Network Transformation Roadmap: Interim Program Report
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The idea: the DSP could make a higher return if it
met PBR goals but overall energy system cost to
customers would be lower with increased services
Incorporating a Performance Component
into the Rate of Return

• A zero-based approach

o

You can also start at
normal return and
go up and down

• Normally allowed return
consistent with
compliance-based
performance
• Higher return available
for increasing, exemplary
level of measured
performance via PBR

12%

10%

Earned Rate or Return

 Before performance is
considered, utility
earns X % based on
rate base

3%

Normal
Return

8%

6%

4%

8%

8%

2%
0%

Source: Richard Sedano: Power Sector Transformation: The Case of New York REV, 2015
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Past NY State Governance
Past Regulation

Incentivises

Suited to challenges /
opportunities? NO

Rate of Return on Capital
Assets

Passive Management and
Operation

Customer prices will have
to go up to pay for
upgrades because of
inefficient system
operation

Small % related to PBR

Adding capital assets

Not sufficiently resilient to
change

Payment per unit
transferred across network

Supply orientated system
operation

Lags technological change
and social preferences
Does not meet policy goals
of sustainable, resilient and
affordable ES
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NY Reforming the Energy Vision
Governance

Incentivises and therefore meets
challenges

Performance based
Active Management and Operation,
regulation for majority including asset utilisation
of revenue

Captures opportunities? YES
Efficient infrastructure development

Improved resilience, reliability and
efficiency of system operation, including
the demand side

Customer focus central to Vision, so
customer preferences enabled

Meeting policy goals

Attracts new entrants and new ideas

Increased customer choice of services and Allows markets and operation to
leverage of customer involvement
evolve as value for new services is
revealed
Keeps system costs down, including
infrastructure spend

It is a way to access demand
reduction and flexibility

Keeps customer prices down

New ICT key enabler

Keeps up with technological change and
social preference

Allows new business models for new
services
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Turning to Issue 2: how transferable
globally is transformative governance?
• Do we think
– that global energy systems are a whole energy
system? And
– Does governance learning occur, and if so how?
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‘Whole’ energy systems
• Whole energy systems are complex, broadly WES
taken to mean:
– if one part of a WES is changed, then there will be an
impact somewhere else; AND therefore
– it is not possible to change only one dimension of an
energy system – decision makers have to work with
the whole system whether technologies, economics,
politics, social concerns and preferences etc
• An enabling environment of all WES dimensions is required

• There are multiple levels and scales of WES
• Local, regional, national, global ?
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Governance ‘Learning’
• Definitely happening within Europe, US and
between Europe and US
• Even if governance does not keep up with
technological and social preferences, there is a
‘background’ of different energy wishes which exerts
a certain pressure; may lead to a ‘pausing’ [eg GB]
• BUT will
– governance learning spread between regions ie US to
Asia; Europe to Asia
– And at what rate?
– Does it matter if governance learning occurs?
• Probably not always depending on size / situation of country
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To change or not to change
governance?
• Optimism because most countries are grappling with
these issues, even if not transformative
– China, India, Brazil, European countries, US States etc

• Some countries are not : eg Taiwan, Singapore, Korea
still monopoly Vs
• But does that matter?

•

Key is sufficient ‘transformative’ governance
– Countries should be endeavouring to be transformative
• Should not expect / rely on ‘other’ countries to take the risk
– Ie Germany and FITs

• ‘New’ ways of valuing transformation are needed
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Conclusions
• Effort to be transformative is vital – goal needs to be
added to decision / policy-making
• NY State has created a new value proposition at the
distribution level which meets challenges of NYS
and provides payments / incentives for new
opportunities / innovation
– Suits NY
• Is the basic idea of a DSP a transformational governance
mechanism which will spread around the globe?
– Different countries at different stages; need different mechanisms?

• Changing the means of assessment is key: short
termish, static, standard economic versus long term
dynamic transformative
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Additional Slides
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Power Sector Transformation – the case of the NY REV,
Rich Sedano, RAP
https://www.raponline.org/search/site/?q=NY%20REV
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Source: i-Energy: Smart Demand-Side Energy Management, Takashi Matsuyama, Ch 8 of D.Mah et al, Smart
Grid Applications and Developments, Springer Verlag, 2014
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Source: i-Energy: Smart Demand-Side Energy Management, Takashi Matsuyama, Ch 8 of D.Mah et al, Smart
Grid Applications and Developments, Springer Verlag, 2014
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Source: i-Energy: Smart Demand-Side Energy Management, Takashi Matsuyama, Ch 8 of D.Mah et al, Smart
Grid Applications and Developments, Springer Verlag, 2014
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Source: i-Energy: Smart Demand-Side Energy Management, Takashi Matsuyama, Ch 8 of D.Mah et al, Smart
Grid Applications and Developments, Springer Verlag, 2014
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Source: i-Energy: Smart Demand-Side Energy Management, Takashi Matsuyama, Ch 8 of D.Mah et al, Smart
Grid Applications and Developments, Springer Verlag, 2014
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Supply management
(operating reserve)

Energy Management Paradigms
Demand management
from the supply-side

Demand response
Generation

Demand management
from the demand-side

Coordinated energy management

Aggregator

Top-down signal

Coordination
Consumers (EMS)

Agents
docontrollable
not communicate
Assumes
generation
No controltop-down
feedback control
 
Centralized,
Two main
Cluster
of categories
single agent best effort
 Price-based (e.g. TOU)

 Limited
control ability
 Event-Based (e.g. DLC)

Agents
communicate

Jointly
manage
power usage to coordinate
 Control
feedback
 Distributed:
each
agent manages its QoL

A common
goal isbest
considered
Community
effort

Agents
communicate
to coordinate
Higher
control ability

Electric vehicle charging

Example Scenario
•
•

•
•

In a neighborhood, 40 electric vehicles (EV) are charged.
Charging all EVs at similar time should be avoided.

Takes about 3 hours (uninterruptible)
Requires 1000 Watts

Power

The scheduling takes into
account each agent
preference

1000 W
Time

3 hours

Price-based demand response

Coordinated energy management

Operator

Coordinator
Price of power

$
100 α
100

Time

Coordinated profile evolution

Aggregated power for different price signals
Flat price

Price
signal

Power [W]

Power [W]

Peak usage,
best case: 6kw

Time 10x144 [Min]

Peak usage of
coordinated
profile: 3KW

Time 10x144 [Min]

Iteration

